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Abstract— In this work, a motion planning approach for
multi-robot grasping problems is presented. The proposed
Multi-Robot-RRT planner controls multiple IK-RRT instances
and evaluates grasp qualities for resulting multi-handed grasp-
ing configurations until a global solution is found. Furthermore
the Multi-Robot-RRT concept avoids deadlock situations which
may appear due to the decomposed planning approach. RRT-
like search in phase space is applied to the results to generate
collision-free phases for each motion that allow a simultaneous
execution of planned trajectories.

Two experiments are presented to demonstrate the usability
of the proposed algorithms for planning problems covering
up to 60 DoF of three humanoid robots. The planners en-
able humanoid robots to cooperatively grasp large objects
by combining the search for solutions to the three main
problems of multi-robot grasping to one integrated planning
concept: building feasible bimanual grasping configurations for
each robot, searching a stable multi-robot grasping setup and
planning collision-free motions.

I. INTRODUCTION

Humanoid robots operating in human-centered environ-
ments should be able to plan collision-free motions for
grasping and manipulation tasks. In case multiple robots
operate in a shared workspace, the algorithms for motion
planning have to deal with high dimensional configuration
spaces (C-Space) and thus efficient planning algorithms are
needed. Rapidly-exploring Random Trees (RRT) are suitable
for searching high dimensional C-Spaces and for solving
planning problems for a large number of degrees of freedom
(DoF). Since the basic motion planning algorithms take
into account a start and a goal configuration in C-Space,
a solution of the inverse kinematics (IK) problem has to be
pre-computed if a motion for a grasping task is searched.
Since the redundancy of the robot defines a goal space
which covers all configurations that solve the IK-problem,
the selection of one IK solution out of the goal space limits
the search for a collision-free motion unnecessarily. In case
the goal is to grasp an object and multiple grasping positions
are available for that object, the goal space covers the IK
solutions for all grasps and again, a selection of one grasp
with a specific IK-solution just selects one configuration out
of the goal space. To avoid such heuristics for selecting
grasps and IK-solutions, we employ the IK-RRT concept
which samples the goal space during planning in order to
generate potential target configurations. As shown in Fig. 2,
the Multi-Robot-RRT manages n IK-RRT instances, one for
each robot. The sub-planners serve potential grasping trajec-

Fig. 1. Two humanoid robots are grasping a table cooperatively.

tories until a valid multi-robot solution is found that results
in a stable multi-handed grasping configuration. Due to the
decoupled planning approach deadlock situations have to be
recognized and the planner rejects such invalid solutions.
Finally a search in the n-dimensional phase space is applied
in order to find a valid setup for simultaneous execution of
the planned trajectories.

The problem of finding a suitable IK-solution for grasping
covering the base position and redundant kinematic chains
of a humanoid robot is addressed in section III. The pro-
posed IK-solver is used in section IV for planning bimanual
grasping motions. For collision-free execution of planned
grasping motions a RRT-like search in phase space is applied
(see sec. V). Finally, two evaluation setups are presented in
section VI.

II. RELATED WORK
The search for collision-free motions can be efficiently

done by sampling-based motion planning algorithms, e.g.
the Rapidly-exploring Random Trees [1], [2]. In [3], [4],
[5] the target for planning is defined explicitly or implicitly
as a grasping target in workspace, which allows the use
of a larger goal space for planning. By using heuristics
or sampling techniques, potential goal configurations are
generated during planning in order to cover a large set of
targets. In [6] a planning approach for mobile manipulators is
presented, where motions for a mobile platform together with
a manipulator are planned. Trajectory planning for multiple
mobile platforms is done in [7] and algorithms for planning
bimanual motions are discussed in [8]. Numerous works
exist dealing with optimal control and trajectory optimization
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Fig. 2. Overview of the proposed planning scheme.

for grasping motions and for multi-robot setups. E.g. in [9]
and [10] complex motions are generated by optimizing an
initially given trajectory having the dependency of starting
with a good guess. Furthermore these approaches rely on a
fixed start and goal configuration which limits the feasible
goal-space and may result in situations where no collision-
free motions can be found.

The online RAMP-planner [11] is able to handle multiple
robot motions. Here, a local sensing and re-planning concept
is realized, where each robot acquires the motions of the
other robots by sensing and adapts its motion according
to this information. By contrast to this local approach, a
centralized algorithm is presented in [12] to plan the mo-
tions of multiple robots by using time parameterizations of
paths in two and three-dimensional C-Spaces. The resulting
planning spaces are similar to the phase space concept,
presented in this work, and called unit square and unit
cube respectively. A decoupled method is described in [13]
where tasks get prioritized and planned one after another.
Simultaneous, collision-free planning using mixed integer
linear programming formulations is presented in [14]. In [15]
a decoupled approach for solving a a multi robot planning
problem is presented, where several potential solution paths
are generated for each robot. In a second step a valid
scheduling that avoids inter-robot collisions is determined
by applying a stop-and-go strategy. Deadlock configurations
are discussed and local re-planning is proposed for handling
such situations.

Reachability distributions are used in [16], [17] to quickly
decide whether a workspace pose is reachable or not. These
reachability distributions can be generated approximatively,
e.g. by defining a discretized 6D voxel structure, or analyti-
cally as done in [18]. The problem of finding feasible robot
positions for grasping is addressed in [19], where the distri-
bution of robot-object relations is learned and uncertainties
are covered. In [20] the position of the robot during execution
of 3D trajectories is derived by correlating a 3D reachability
map with the workspace trajectory of the end effector.

III. WHOLE BODY IK-SOLVING

An often requested task in the context of manipulation
planning is to find a collision-free grasping trajectory for
one or two robot arms. In case the grasping configuration is
known (e.g. computed by solving the IK problem) and the
position of the robot is fixed, a standard BiRRT algorithm
can be used in order to find a collision-free trajectory (see
[1]). In case the goal is given as a 6D pose in workspace,

Fig. 3. (a) A projection of the discretized 6D reachability distribution
for the left hand using 11 DoF of ARMAR-III. The sampled joints cover
the platform rotation, three hip and seven arm joints. (b) The height and
the orientation of the grasping pose define a 2D plane of the reachability
distribution. The intensity of the color is proportional to the probability
that a pose with the height and the orientation of the depicted grasp is
reachable when using 11 joints of platform, hip and left arm. (c) The inverse
reachability distribution for a grasping position.

defining the grasping pose of the end-effector (EEF), the
goal space of the planning problem can be sampled during
planning (see [3], [5]) in order to generate potential target
configurations. As described in [5], the use of a discretized
reachability distribution can speed up the randomized search
for IK-solutions in the context of redundant mobile manipu-
lation. The general approach splits the kinematic chain into
two parts: the joints covered by an IK-solver (e.g. 6 or 7
DoF of an arm) and the free parameters which cover the
remaining joints. By sampling the free parameters and using
the reachability distribution to quickly decide if a call to
the IK-solver will be successful, an efficient randomized IK-
solver can be constructed. In case the IK-algorithm is used
to search a feasible base position of the robot together with
a valid joint configuration, we propose the use of inverted
reachability distributions to efficiently sample potential robot
positions related to a grasping configuration.

In [17], the reachability distribution of an arm is used to
build equivalent classes, representing rotated grasping poses
in the plane. These equivalent classes are used to build
an inverse reachability map, which serves an approximated
probability that a position of the robot is feasible for finding
an IK solution to a given grasping pose. The approach
we are presenting here, builds upon the idea of building a
2D reachability map that offers the possibility for finding
potential robot positions for grasping. Instead of building
equivalent classes for representing orientations, we propose
a direct way of building the inverse reachability map from
a reachability distribution that covers the orientation of the
robot. This means that the orientational relations between
the grasping pose and the robot’s base coordinate system are
already covered by the reachability distribution and thus no
equivalent classes have to be built. As an example the 6D
reachability for 11 joints of ARMAR-III [21] can be seen
in Fig. 3(a). Here, the kinematic chain used for building the
reachability distribution covers the rotation of the robot base,
three hip joints and seven arm joints of the left arm.

A. Inverse Reachability Map

When considering a grasping pose g = (tg, og), consisting
of a translational part tg = (gx, gy, gz) and an orientation
og = (gα, gβ , gγ), a 2D distribution can be constructed
by fixing gz, gα, gβ and gγ . This distribution, visualized in



Fig. 3(b), describes the reachability of a grasping position at
height gz and with the orientation og in the robot’s base
coordinate system. The base coordinate system could be
defined in the platform for a wheeled mobile robot or in
the torso when considering a legged humanoid robot. When
changing the point of view from the robot’s base coordinate
system to a specific grasping pose, the inverse reachability
map can be constructed by applying the inverse transfor-
mations to the grasping pose. Thus instead of defining the
reachability for an EEF pose in the robot’s base coordinate
system we are now defining the distribution of the 2D base
positions describing the probability that a specific EEF pose
is reachable.

Fig. 3(c) shows the inverse reachability map of ARMAR-
III that has been calculated for the depicted grasping pose.
Due to the discretized reachability structure, the entries
in the reachability map can be efficiently calculated by
transforming each grid point to the (x, y)-plane in the robot’s
base coordinate system by applying the inverse base-to-EEF
transformation for the actual grasping pose.

If a set of k grasping configurations g1, . . . , gk is defined
for an end-effector and an object, the resulting reachability
map can be derived by uniting the reachability distributions.

Fig. 4. (a) The inverse bimanual reachability map for two grasps. (b) The
united inverse reachability map for 60 grasping positions. (c) Result of the
dual arm IK-solver.

B. Inverse Reachability Map for Dual-Arm Grasps

If there are two grasp maps defined, Gl for the left and Gr
for the right hand of a humanoid robot, it is possible to define
dual-arm grasping combinations by testing all |Gl| · |Gr|
possible combinations in advance. All solution to the dual-
arm IK problem are then stored in a dual-arm grasp map.
We propose a different way of finding dual-arm grasping
combinations which can be done online. By computing the
minimum of the two reachability maps for the left and the
right hand, the unified bimanual reachability distribution Rbi
gives a good hint where potential robot positions for applying
dual-arm grasps are located. Here, the minimum of both
reachability distributions is used, since the resulting value
should represent the probability of finding a dual arm IK
solution and when the search for one arm fails, the whole
IK-algorithm fails. Additionally to the probability of reaching
the grasping poses, a link to all reachable grasps is stored in
each cell of Rbi, so that the set of potential reachable grasps
can be retrieved quickly later on. In Fig. 4(a) and (b) Rbi is
depicted for two and for 60 grasping positions.

Rbi(x, y) = min(Rleft(x, y), Rright(x, y)) (1)

C. Dual-Arm IK-Solver

Solving the inverse kinematics (including the position of
the robot) for a grasping task can be done in a two-step
scheme, where in the first step, the position and orientation of
the robot is determined and then the IK is solved to bring the
hand to a target grasping pose. By contrast to such two-step
approaches we propose a randomized algorithm for solving
dual arm IK-problems covering the base position of the robot
and a redundant kinematic chain for grasping. Since this
IK-approach will be used within a sampling-based motion
planning algorithm, the probabilistic approach fits well in
the planning scheme.

Alg. 1 shows a general approach for solving dual-arm
IK-problems. This algorithm can be used, in case multiple
grasping poses (Gleft and Gright) are available for ap-
plying a bimanual grasp, without the need to specify any
bimanual combination in advance. The approach is used to
find a solution covering the base position of the robot and
additional free parameters, which represent all joints not
belonging to the arms. It is assumed that there is an analytic
IK-solver for an arm present in the system, which can be
called for a specific grasping pose (see Alg. 1 line 7 and
8). The approach first queries the inverse reachability map
for sampling a suitable base position for the robot and the
free parameters are sampled randomly. Furthermore the call
to the inverse reachability map serves a list of all grasps
(G′left ⊆ Gleft, G

′
right ⊆ Gright) that are reachable from the

sampled base position (x, y) and thus only these bimanual
grasping combinations have to be checked by the analytic IK-
solver. If there exists a solution for at least one grasp from the
left and at least one from the right set of potential grasping
poses, the bimanual solution is reported. An exemplary result
of the bimanual IK-solver can be seen in Fig. 4(c).

Algorithm 1: IkDualArm(Gleft, Gright)

1 while (!TimeOut()) do
2 (x, y,G′left, G

′
right)← SamplePosition(Rbi);

3 cfree ← SampleFreeParameters();
4 csampled ← {x, y, cfree};
5 Robot.SetConfig(csampled);
6 forall the (gl ∈ G′left and gr ∈ G′right) do
7 cleftarm ← SolveIKAnalytic(gl);
8 crightarm ← SolveIKAnalytic(gr);
9 if (cleftarm & crightarm ) then

10 cresult ← {csampled, cleftarm, crightarm };
11 if (!Collision(cresult)) then
12 return cresult;
13 end
14 end
15 end
16 end
17 return NULL;



Algorithm 2: Bimanual IK-RRT(cstart,Gleft,Gright)

1 RRT1.AddConfiguration(cstart);
2 RRT2.Clear();
3 while (!TimeOut()) do
4 if (#IKSolutions == 0 || rand() < pIK) then
5 cIK ← IkDualArm(Gleft, Gright);
6 if (cIK) then
7 RRT2.AddConfiguration(cIK);
8 end
9 else

10 c← GetRandomConfiguration();
11 if (RRT1.Connect(c) & RRT2.Connect.(c))

then
12 Solution← BuildSolutionPath(c);
13 return PrunePath(Solution);
14 end
15 end
16 end
17 return NULL;

IV. PLANNING BIMANUAL GRASPING MOTIONS

To plan single and dual arm grasping motions, the ran-
domized IK-approaches described in section III-C are used
to build a planning algorithm that samples potential target
configurations while searching a collision-free motion. This
concept of integrating the two tasks of searching IK-solutions
and planning collision-free motions to one planning scheme,
enlarges the goal space compared to a planner which uses one
fixed IK-solution as target (e.g. RRT-Connect [1]). Similar
to the Workspace-Goal-Region planner [3] or the Re-Grasp
RRT [5], the proposed planners Bimanual IK-RRT and Multi-
Robot-RRT take advantage of the large goal space that can
be quickly sampled by the probabilistic IK-solvers.

A. Bimanual IK-RRT

The Bimanual IK-RRT algorithm is a bidirectional RRT-
approach which is initialized with a forward search tree
containing the start configuration and an empty backward
search tree (see Alg. 2). During planning, the IK-solver is
queried and IK-results are added to the backward tree as
possible target configurations. The parameter pIK adjusts
how often a new IK-solution should be searched. When the
RRT algorithm finds a connecting configuration between the
two search trees, a solution can be generated and by going
back the backward search tree, the resulting IK solution to-
gether with it’s grasping position is determined and reported.
Fig. 5 shows an exemplary result of the Bimanual IK-RRT
approach.

B. Multi-Robot-RRT

To plan cooperative grasping motions for n robots, the
Multi-Robot-RRT starts n parallel instances of the Bimanual
IK-RRT algorithm which are configured to search solutions
until a stop signal arrives. The solutions are collected and the
resulting multi-robot grasping configurations are evaluated

Fig. 5. A planning scene for 20 DoF of ARMAR-III covering platform,
hip and both arms. The resulting trajectory is marked in blue (movements
of both TCPs) and green (platform movement). The platform positions of
the start and the sampled goal configurations are marked in yellow. The
platform movements of the two search trees are depicted in red and orange.

by an online grasp scoring module. Evaluating the quality of
multi-handed grasping configurations is done by computing
the resulting wrench space for the given setup (see e.g.
[22], [23]). Two exemplary multi-robot grasping setups are
depicted in Fig. 7, where the table is grasped by two
robots and 20 contact points are marked by the resulting
friction cones. The computed grasp quality is used to rate the
grasping configuration and if a minimum score was achieved
and the final robot poses do not collide, the sub-planners are
stopped and the solution is reported.

C. Deadlocks

To avoid deadlock situations during execution later on,
deadlocks are determined (and rejected) by the Multi-Robot-
RRT planner (see Alg.3 line 9). In order to guarantee, that
no deadlock can occur in the resulting trajectory setup, a
check for the following condition is performed and in case
it is violated the trajectories (t1, . . . , tn) are rejected:

The trajectories ti can be executed without mutual col-
lisions, if for each robot k ∈ (1, . . . , n) the start and goal
configuration (ckstart and ckgoal) does not collide with any
configuration on the trajectories tj of a robot j 6= k. This
can be summarized as follows:

∀k :
∀j 6= k :
∀cj ∈ tj : !Collision(ckstart, cj)∧

!Collision(ckgoal, cj)

(2)

When (2) is true, a collision-free execution of the given
trajectories is definitely possible, since at least a sequently
execution does not result in any conflicts. This is guaranteed
because for this kind of execution only one robot k is moved
at a time step and the other robots remain in their start or goal
configuration, which are known to be collision-free w.r.t. tk.
This condition may be too strict in some special situations
but it guarantees that the trajectories can be executed at least
sequently.
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spaces that can be mapped to Cartesian robot positions in the second place. Finally, a collision check is performed.

Algorithm 3: Multi-Robot-RRT(c1, . . . , cn, Gl, Gr)

1 for l = 1 to n do
2 RRTl ←
3 StartThread(Bimanual IK-RRT(cl, Gl, Gr));
4 end
5 while (!TimeOut()) do
6 if (NewSolution(RRT1, . . . , RRTn)) then
7 forall the (s1 ∈ Solutions(RRT1), . . . ,
8 sn ∈ Solutions(RRTn)) do
9 if (!Deadlock(s1, . . . , sn) &

10 GraspScore(s1, . . . , sn) > smin) then
11 StopAllP lanners();
12 return PrunePaths(s1, . . . , sn);
13 end
14 end
15 end
16 end
17 StopAllP lanners();
18 return NULL;

V. PLANNING THE SIMULTANEOUS EXECUTION OF
MULTIPLE TRAJECTORIES

Since the planned trajectories are only collision-free in the
static environment and potential movements of other robots
are not considered during planning, the execution has to take
care of inter-robot collisions. A simple strategy will be, to
execute the trajectories sequently, which can be done in any
case, as this is guaranteed by the deadlock checks of the
Multi-Robot-RRT planner. A general approach for planning
the simultaneous execution of multi-robot trajectories is
given in this section.

A trajectory t is defined to be a list of m configuration
vectors c ∈ C with an additional value ϕ ∈ [0, 1] attached to
each of these configurations: (c, ϕ) ∈ t. As ϕ represents the
chronological order when the configurations c are reached, it
is asserted that ∀ (cj , ϕj) , (ck, ϕk) ∈ t : j < k ↔ ϕj < ϕk.
Thus, ϕ is called the phase of the trajectory throughout this

Fig. 7. The table is grasped by two robots and the resulting friction cones
of 20 contact points are visualized. The online grasp quality measurement
module reported a grasp quality of 0.56 for the left situation and the right
configuration was evaluated with 0.79.

paper.
Observe, that t only has a finite number of configurations
stored, whereas ϕ operates on a continuous interval. Due
to this fact, it is assumed, that an interpolation function It
is provided, which maps from [0, 1] into the configuration
space.

Giving n trajectories t1, . . . , tn, each assigned to an
exclusive robot, the task is to execute all of the movements
simultaneously. Because every configuration ci in every ti
can be addressed by a phase term ϕi, a vector ϕ ∈ P :=
[0, 1]n describes a complete execution state of all robot
trajectories. P is called the phase space here. Note, that these
trajectories may neither have the same lengths nor the same
configuration spaces. Therefore, each C-Space and trajectory
is labeled with the index of the corresponding robot.

Also, ∀ti it is assumed that ti by itself is collision-free,
i.e. ∀ϕ ∈ [0, 1] : Iti (ϕ) ∈ Ci,free, where Ci,free denotes
the static, obstacle-free C-Space of the regarded robot i. As
the robots pairwise act as obstacles to each other, it has to
be asserted, that configurations ci, cj , which are elements of
Ci,free and Cj,free but result in a collision of the robots i and j
at a specific phase ϕ, are not applied to the associated robots
at the same time. The following predicate valid models this
issue:

valid (ϕ) = true⇔ ∅ =
⋂

i∈{1,...,n}

(
Πi ◦ Iti

)
(ϕi)



where Πi is a map from the configuration space of robot
i into the workspace covering all Cartesian points occupied
by this robot. A visualization of that scheme is depicted in
Fig. 6. To simultaneously execute the movements, the goal
is to find a path Φ =

(
ϕ1, . . . ,ϕp

)
∈ Pp that fulfills the

following requirements:

∀ϕ ∈ Φ : valid (ϕ)

ϕ1 = (0, . . . , 0)
T

ϕp = (1, . . . , 1)
T

Furthermore, a segment between two successive phases has
to be valid. Similar to sampling-based motion planning
approaches, where it is assumed that a path segment is
collision-free, when a densely sampled sequence of inter-
mediate configurations is collision-free, a sampling of inter-
mediate phases can be applied for validating path segments
in phase space.

A. RRT-based phase space sampling

Describing this issue in such a manner, enables to directly
translate the approach into a RRT-solvable problem. In order
to use the RRT-CONNECT planner as described in [1] for
searching a valid path Φ in phase space, we present an
adaption of the EXTEND method for building the tree. In
Alg. 4 the modified version is shown, where R denotes an
object of the search tree in phase space, which supports
common methods like adding a vertex (i.e., a phase vector)
and the corresponding edge to the nearest node of the RRT.
Two parameters are used in the given algorithm: εsampl
describes the sampling step size for validating the path
segment and εextend defines the EXTEND step size for adding
new nodes to the RRT.

Algorithm 4: Extend(R ∈ PhaseSpaceTree, ϕ ∈ P)

1 ϕnear ← NearestNeighbor (R,ϕ);
2 ∆ϕsampl ← εsampl ·

ϕ−ϕnear
‖ϕ−ϕnear‖

;
3 ϕnew ← ϕnear;
4 for l = εsampl to min {εextend, ‖ϕ−ϕnear‖} step εsampl

do
5 ϕnew ← ϕnew + ∆ϕsampl;
6 if ¬ valid (ϕnew) then
7 return Trapped;
8 end
9 end

10 R.AddVertex(ϕnew);
11 R.AddEdge(ϕnear,ϕnew);
12 if ϕnew = ϕ then
13 return Reached;
14 else
15 return Advanced;
16 end

The main observation is, that by sampling the phase space
two indirections arise in order to check the validity of a

phase. Every feasibility check performs two mappings, first
from the phase space into the configuration spaces which in
turn are consecutively mapped to spatial point sets. If any of
these point sets intersect, the phase is invalid and therefore
rejected by the validation predicate.
The loop in Alg. 4 ensures a dense sampling to avoid colli-
sions between two adjacent phases of the RRT. However, this
is only guaranteed when εsampl is chosen appropriately. One
estimation can be made by assuming that a phase difference
of length εsampl does not cause a workspace displacement
greater than the smallest spatial latitude dmin of all obstacles
(including robot parts) on any robot:

∀ϕ1,ϕ2 ∈ P ∀ti : (‖ϕ2 −ϕ1‖ ≤ εsampl)

→
(
dWS

(
Iti ((ϕ2)i)− Iti ((ϕ1)i)

)
≤ dmin

)
,

where dWS denotes the worst case workspace displacement a
robot can experience with respect to a specific configuration
change, see [24].

Fig. 8. Snapshots of the robots processing their trajectories. While in the
left figure two of the robots collide, the situation was resolved due to the
phase space planning in the right figure.

Fig. 9. Phase space visualization of the previous example. The invalid area
is marked in red, the solution path is depicted in green.

Fig. 8 shows a snapshot of the simultaneous execution
of planned trajectories for three robots. In the left image,
the motions are executed with constant speed, resulting in
collisions, whereas the right image shows how the phase
space planning approach allows a collision-free execution of
the same trajectories. The corresponding phase is visualized
in Fig. 9. Here, the three-dimensional phase space was
sampled and all ϕ ∈ P resulting in a collision in workspace
are marked in red. The path Φ, which was found by the
RRT-based search in phase space, is shown in green.

VI. EVALUATION

The proposed algorithms are evaluated with two sce-
narios where collision-free grasping motions are searched



for multiple robots. The evaluations, described in the next
two sections, have been carried out on a quad-core 2.4
GHz system. The implementation was realized using the
Simulation and Motion Planning Toolbox SIMOX [25]. In
all tests, the probability of finding a new goal configuration
pIK was set to 0.03, i.e. in 3 of 100 planning cycles a new
IK solution is searched.

A. Two Robots: 40 DoF

In this setup, two robots are located outside the kitchen and
the goal is to grasp the table which is placed inside the room.
The Multi-Robot-RRT planner is initialized with the two start
configurations of the robots, the Cartesian coordinates of the
table and 60 potential grasping positions, defined relatively
to the target object (see Fig. 10). In Table I the average
results of 30 test runs are shown. The planning time was
measured with 9.5 seconds and on average 2.8 four-handed
grasping combinations were checked until a collision-free
and stable grasping configuration for both robots is found.
The number of computed grasping trajectories is 7.8, which
means that each sub-planner computes 3.9 solution trajec-
tories on average. Each sub-planner computes IK solutions
during planning, and since not all IK solutions result in a
solution trajectory, the number of computed IK solutions is
larger (16.8). The planning time for finding a valid solution
in phase space for collision-free trajectory execution was
measured with 1.0 seconds on average.

TABLE I
THE AVERAGE PLANNING RESULTS FOR THE KITCHEN SCENE WITH TWO

ROBOTS (40 DOF)

Plan. # IK # Sol. # Col. # Four-Handed Phase Space
Time Results Traj. Checks Grasp. Conf. Plan. Time
9.5s 16.8 7.8 7028 2.8 1.0s

Fig. 10. The resulting trajectories for 40 DoF of two ARMAR-III robots.
The Cartesian movements of platform and both hands are visualized in green
and blue. The phase space based trajectory execution planning guarantees
a valid execution without collisions between the two robots.

B. Three Robots: 60 DoF

In this test case, the Multi-Robot-RRT is used to generate
grasping trajectories for three humanoid robots in an artificial
scene (see Fig. 11). The C-Space for each robot covers 20
DoF and thus the combined C-Space is 60 dimensional. For
each test run, a planning setup is generated by randomly

placing 30 boxes in the scene without any initial collisions.
Due to the random positioning of the boxes, a situation may
occur where no trajectory can be found to a stable grasping
configuration. Such a situation could not be observed di-
rectly, but when a planning run takes more than 5 minutes,
it is stopped and a failure is reported (during the 30 test runs,
this situation was observed once).

The evaluation is performed on a multi-core system, allow-
ing the Multi-Robot-RRT planner to take full advantage of the
parallelized concept, since the four cores host three Bimanual
IK-RRT planners and one thread for collecting the results
and computing the grasp qualities as described in section IV-
B. The results of Table II emphasize the good performance
of the parallelized planning approach. The high number
of checked grasping configurations is caused by the grasp
checking module, which rejects most grasping configurations
due to mutual collisions of the robot’s grasping positions or
because the deadlock check reports a trajectory setup which
cannot be executed simultaneously. Searching a solution in
the three dimensional phase space was successful for all
trajectories and the average planning time was measured with
7.0 seconds.

TABLE II
THE AVERAGE PLANNING RESULTS FOR THE RANDOM BOX SCENE WITH

THREE ROBOTS (60 DOF)

Plan. # IK # Sol. # Col. # Six-Handed Phase Space
Time Results Traj. Checks Grasp. Conf. Plan. Time
8.9s 20.2 13.0 19434 37.1 7.0s

Fig. 11. An exemplary 60 DoF planning scene with three humanoid robots.
The start and goal configurations of the robots are shown together with the
workspace representation of the search trees (platform movements).

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this work an approach for efficient planning of multi-
robot grasping trajectories was presented. The Bimanual IK-
RRT approach combines the search for valid IK-solutions
with RRT-based planning of collision-free motions and thus
a large goal space can be used.

The proposed bimanual IK-solvers utilize an inverted
reachability distribution for quick sampling of suitable robot
base positions for grasping. With this approach an efficient



sampling of bimanual IK solutions for 20 DoF of a humanoid
robot can be realized as showed by the experiments.

By parallelizing the execution of multiple Bimanual IK-
RRT planners, the Multi-Robot-RRT approach realizes the
simultaneous search for collision-free grasping trajectories
for multiple robots. The online grasp quality measurement
is used to find a stable multi-robot grasping configuration
together with its solution trajectories. The Multi-Robot-RRT
planner guarantees, that the execution of the resulting motion
can be done at least sequently due to the included deadlock
check. In order to find better execution setups avoiding
inter-robot collisions, a RRT-based search in phase space is
applied to find non-colliding phases allowing a simultaneous
execution of planned motions. The experiments showed that,
due to the parallelized approach, the performance is suitable
for real-world systems and solutions in high dimensional
configuration spaces can be computed efficiently.

Since the proposed approach relies on a perfect world-
knowledge, future work will address how inaccurate world
modeling or missing information can be handled and how
efficient re-planning can be done for changing environments.
Furthermore we plan to investigate how dynamics can be
considered by the phase space concept.
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